BUSINESS IT SERVICES

WE MAKE IT
EASY FOR YOU!

PURE ICT
www.pure-ict.com

ADDRESS

CONTACT

Penstraat 23

+ 5999 841 7873

Willemstad

info@pure-ict.com

WELCOME
The digital world is an ever evolving, challenging and complex
place.

When so much of our lives, business and personal,

is translated into bytes then it has to be managed carefully.
That is where we excel.
From entrepeneurs to large companies in the Caribbean, PURE
ICT provides that reassurance that all is being taken care of with
maximum professionalism.
Is your business rapidly expanding, causing your technology and
IT team to struggle? Do you need advice on how to create the
perfect way to streamline and connect different aspects of your
business? Do you want the peace of mind that comes with having
your systems remotely monitored, 24/7 assistance?
PURE

ICT

provides

a

professional

one-stop-solution

of

IT services for all of your IT needs: allowing you to focus
on growing your business. We Make IT easy for you!

B. GRESSMANN
Director
donny@pure-ict.com

ABOUT US
WE MAKE IT EASY FOR YOU

Ready to
save time
& money
on network
solutions?

Your organization needs, and deserves, a technology partner who will take the time to understand
your business and your goals and implement solutions that let you increase productivity and your
bottom line. We believe to be the bridge between the changing markets and the evolving of our clients.
Our aim is to always offer the highest possible standard of service, and we do that by giving you our
undivided attention whenever you need us.
Our dedicated consultancy team will create a detailed strategy that will help grow your business
and return on investment. Huge savings are possible when you have a skilled, experienced
team capable of taking a vision through to a robust, reliable infrastructure and beyond.
Discover how PURE ICT can add value to your business.

98 %
OF OUR CUSTOMERS

Our name PURE ICT is our commitment to our customer:
Professional, Unconventional, Reliable and Efficient services based on your key business
needs. Your success is our success. We guarantee high quality service and consistency. We
let our customers set the bar and make sure that we always over-deliver.

WOULD RECOMMEND
US TO A COLLEAGUE
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IT SERVICES
WE MAKE IT EASY FOR YOU

Network Scan

Infrastructure

Scan your network to identify

Renew or expand your infrastructure

vulnerabilities, receive detailed analysis

of (fibre) cables creating a solid

& advise to achieve compliance

foundation for all devices to operate

A robust and compliant network is vital to your business.

IT infrastructure refers to the foundation of cables required

A network scan enables you to detect network vulnerabilities

for the operation and management of an enterprise.

before they are exposed, reducing the time required to patch

Keep

machines on your network.

personalized experiences via agile infrastructure and services.

your

business

continuously

available,

delivering

We believe in helping companies all over the Caribbean thrive by enabling teams to work
together effortlessly.

Effortless, reliable and accurate information technology at their

fingertips at all time. Discover our IT services.

PURE ICT COMPANY
PROFILE
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PURE
OUR VALUES
PURE ICT’s core values are Professional, Unconventional, Reliable, and Efficient which are the pillars upon which the company is built.
Our core values are “ the way we do things in PURE ICT”. They define the way we should act as individuals and as a company . We
encourage new ideas and endeavour to find new and cost-efficient ways of operating in order to satisfy customer needs and to
achieve continuous improvement.

PROFESSIONAL
Providing timely feedback, think for
our customers, provide new is how we
are professional and comitted to our
customer

RELIABLE

UNCONVENTIONAL
But I must explain to you how all this mistaken idea of

denouncing pleasure
praising
paindone
was bornfor
and I will
give
Believing
whatand
has
been
years
you a complete account of the system

doesn’t need to change is what we on a
daily basis try to contradict by iimproving
methods to meet our customers need.

EFFICIENT

Customers need IT support on a daily bass

Doing more in less amount of time is

and being reliable is crucial to ensure

what we strive for through providing our

business continuiuty, therefore we operate

customer high quality service through

24/7 for our customer and always do what

helpdesk and on site support by provinding

we say we do.

permanent solutions.
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WE MAKE IT EASY FOR YOU

Network Solution

Virtualization

Install devices on your network while

Lowering your cost by installing your

ensuring proper network protection

server virtually

and performance
Businesses demand for faster and more accessible bandwidth is

Buying more than one physical server is not an option. To

increasing exponentially. Having proper network performance

prevent more cost for your business we will install all your

and protected network is a must, therefore through network

servers virtually while you can add more space as needed.

solution we connect all your devices without any disturbance.

PURE ICT COMPANY
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IT SERVICES
WE MAKE IT EASY FOR YOU

Security

Data Protection

Protection against cyber attacks

Protecting your data from theft or

by checking any vulnerability and

loss while data is backup to ensure

patching all devices

business continuity

Cyber security has become a IT Topic trend lately but little do we

Natural desaster, theft, human mistakes happen daily which

know that companies hasve not taken it seriously. Running a

causes data loss but having a backup of your data will ensure

vulnerability test within your company is important to detect and

your business continuity.

prevent security breaches.

“ It takes 20 years to build a reputation and few minutes of cyber-incident to
ruin it. So take care of your security”
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TESTIMONIAL

“PURE ICT is trustworthy and reliable. PURE ICT says what they do and do what they
say! It is very refreshing the way PURE ICT asks and gives feedback to their clients. It is
evident in everything PURE ICT does that the client is central”
I simply love being a client of PURE ICT

“After 6 years we are just as pleased to do business with PURE ICT as we were after
our very first experience with the service provided by its present owner. Apart from
its knowledge and professionalism, PURE ICT also excels in having a very friendly and

Aim for
Customer
loyalty

service minded staff.”

« Get closer than ever to your customers. So close, in fact, that you tell them what
they need well before they realize it themselves»
									-Steve Jobs

PURE ICT COMPANY
PROFILE
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IT SERVICES
WE MAKE IT EASY FOR YOU

Interface Development

PBX Solutions VOIP

Design an interface that collect your

Turn your ordinary phone into a

data to provide better structure and

Powerful, Affordable and Easy-to-Use

analytics

PBX solutions with all license included

For business productivity and efficiency we implement app

Communication takes place every second within a business

development for our customer where data is being processed

and having the adequate tool is important. PBX Solutions VOIP

and collected in a n improvement structure.

provides conference, voice mail, recording,, IVR, Switchboard,
Queue, CRM integration and much more
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STARTUPS
START YOUR BUSINESS PROFESSIONALY
If you accomplished your goal of starting your busisness that’s a great news, Congratulations. Nowadays many startups focuses mainly
on gaining customers through their marketing and sales strategies but little do they realize that they need to also pay attention to the
professional aspect which involves IT. To ensure you present your company in a professional way make sure all aspects are covered. Having
a website, domain (not hotmail or gmail), data backup and antivirus in place are some aspects that may impact how customers perceive
your company.

STARTUP BUSINESS
PACKAGE
EMAIL DOMAIN
FILES ON CLOUD
(
(OFFICE 365
ANTIVIRUS

You never get a
second chance
to make a first
impression
Our Startup Business package is designed with
your success in

mind so you can start doing

business on a professional manner. Startup
businesses are price and time sensitive, therefore
we provide attractive

business packages and

advise you on IT strategies that fits your business

EMAIL SIGNATURE

goals
Contact

LOGO

with affortable prices.
our

Business

consultant

information info@pure-ict.com or

for

+5999 841-

7873

LETTERHEAD
BUSINESS CARD

PURE ICT COMPANY
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IT SUPPORT
OUR TEAM
Our highly trained professionals offer you a friendly, efficient and competent service delivery either remotely or on site. 24/7 support
is guaranteed and it’s our commitment to assist you with pleasure and assuring your business continuity.

CUSTOMER SERVICE IS NOT
A DEPARTMENT IT’S AN
ATTITUDE

DONNY

ALBERDINI

LUTHSON

Director

Business Quality & Development Coordinator

Business Technology Enigineer

In every situation he seeks opportunity where

Solving problems is her mindset and through

He loves to research new technology tools

he thinks, plan and execute his vision. Always

helpdesk she manages daily to keep calm,

and provides possible scenarios where it

high demanding, perseverant, positive and

stay focused and going the extra mile for you

can be

treating his team fair. But never forgetting that

as customer is not even a question. Whenever

and down to earth while providing customer

he loves to be surprised

there is help needed she is always there.

recommendations throughout support.
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implemented. Always staying calm
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Young dynamic
professionals
With each team members’ personality , character, creative ideas, effort, expertise we bring to you the wealth of knowledge by serving
you the best we can.

Meet the team who transforms your ideas
into great experiences

SUE- JANE
Business Strategy Manager

She has a reputation for seeking win-win situation. By being
determined, perseverant & goal getter throughout implemented
strategies while exhibiting her managing, and marketing skills. No day
passes by without her laughing.

RAZIEL

CAROLE

MAGDEILIS

Business Developer Consultant

Business Developer Coordinator

Sales Coordinator

She has eye for details and exhibits her

Ambitious, structured, perfectionist, kind and

With her natural born enthusiasm she spreads

originality

customer

caring are some qualities she possess. While

her charisma and fun spirit with everyone. She

While being persistent she makes

always looking to increase her knowledge, no

is a social butterfly who by being customer

sure she is in contact with them. She seeks

day passes her by without giving a financial

focused advices

business

advice.

career path and their IT needs.

requests.

while

handling

opportunity

and

her

suggest

new

her customers with their

alternatives whenever is needed.

PURE ICT COMPANY
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BUSINESS TO BUSINESS
ON DEMAND HARDWARE, SOFTWARE AND LICENSE
It doesn’t matter what industry your business is in, every business uses technology. PURE ICT provides a wide variety of products
and tools to help your business reach its maximum potential. Working with our Top partners as a team, we guarantee customer
satisfaction as we are committed to providing you with high quality, reliable and affordable products.

ESET
Are you looking for a antivirus that protects your business against hackers, phishing and all types
of mailware including viruses, ransonware, worms and spyware? ESET has proven for years to be a
simple and reliable protection solution that provides optimum balance of speed, detection and
usability. Start using ESET today and have a peace of mind that your security is taken care of

FORTINET
With this transformational digital world you must have truly integrated, high performance security
across your IT infrastructure. Top-rated network and content security products such as switch,
firewalls, Wireless, email security and much more

DIGIUM
Having problems with your current VOIP office phones or wanting to replace it? Annoyed
with having to purchase seperate licenses for each feature you want to use? Digium
provides a totally integrated phone with all licenses included solution. You can enjoy of your
recording, IVR, queue, switchbaord where you manage all your calls with a click and much
more at any time. Order now and benefit of all features

VEEAM
When we speak about data backup, recovery and data security we definitely speak about veeam.
Veeam is the global leader in cloud data management

MICROSOFT
Whether it is Microsoft Office, the latest version of windows for desktop or Office365We can assist
you with any Microsoft request you have. As your partner we always make sure to remind you ahead
of time when you should renew a license to avoid any inconvenience
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VMWARE
VMware streamlines the journey for organizations to become digital businesses that deliver better
experiences to their customers and empower employees to do their best work. Our software spans
compute, cloud, networking and security, and digital workspace

DELL
Dell Technologies unites seven technology leaders – Dell, Dell EMC, Pivotal, RSA, Secureworks,
Virtustream and VMware – in one company with the power to drive digital transformation and generate
real results every day for the customers and people who partner with us

BARRACUDA
Barracuda has a wide range of high-performance network solutions which are specifically
designed to protect your threat vectors no matter where they reside. Whether it is a website,
email, web appplication, or mobile device, Barracuda has the tools necessary for you to
secure and optimize your network perimeter

CISCO
Cisco is serving its customers in different industries like Financial services, Hospitality, Education,
Energy, Technology and much more.With its approach to quality they have been ensuring customer
success. Cisco provides a variety of switches, wireless, routers, firewall and much more. Cisco has
shown throughout the years to be a high quality brand

UBIQUITI
Ubiquiti develops high-performance networking product platforms. Ubiquiti-engineered
technology innovations provide superior performance, clever mechanical design, and ease of
use

PURE ICT COMPANY
PROFILE
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YEALINK
Yealink is a leading global provider of enterprise communication and collaboration solutions, offering
video conferencing service to worldwide enterprises. Focusing on research and development, Yealink
also insists on innovation and creation. With the outstanding technical patents of cloud computing,
audio, video and image processing technology, Yealink has built up a panoramic collaboration
solution of audio and video conferencing by merging its cloud services with a series of endpoints
products

KASPERSKY
Kaspersky range of security solutions offers the combination of security & manageability that›s
right for your business. Kaspersky products are regularly assessed by world-leading research
firms. Stemming from this, our ability to help companies and customers protect themselves and
thrive in the face of change has been widely recognized

HP
Our vision is to create technology that makes life better for everyone, everywhere — every person,
every organization, and every community around the globe. Quality, durability and beauty is what
you get from our Desktop, laptops and servers. We won’t stop pushing ahead, because you won’t
stop pushing ahead

CHECK POINT
Check Point provides organizations of all sizes with the latest data and network security protection
in an integrated next generation firewall platform, reducing complexity and lowering the total cost
of ownership. Whether you need next-generation security for your data center, enterprise, small
business or home office, Check Point has a solution for you. Furthermore Checkpoint provides
Network solutions like Security gateway and Threat Prevention; Endpoint solutions like VPN and
Cloud and security Management

EPYGI
For over eight teen years Epygi has been designing, manufacturing, and delivering IP PBX and IP
Gateway appliances. Customers ranging from the small business to enterprise companies have been
benefiting from Epygi’s excellent value and service. We offer a wide range of on premise and cloud
based products with the latest feature sets that can boost your business’s performance

CLOUD BASED BACKUP
To prevent you lose any company files its very improtant you have a backup. Many companies
choose cloud backup solutions to prevent any damage that can occur due to flood to the
backup who is situated within the office itself.With this solution you can backup your mailbox(s)
from Office Three sixty five, Exchange server, Sharepoint, SQL server and much more. You will
be able to recover all your files without any problem
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FIREWALL
Barracuda

Checkpoint
Fortinet

IP PBX

SWITCH & ROUTER NAS

Egypi

Cisco

Digium

Fortinet

IP PHONE

Buffalo

Digium

Synology

Yeallink

Cisco

ACCESS POINT
Ubiquiti
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SERVER

LAPTOP

SAN

HP

HP

HP

DELL

DELL

DELL

CONTACT US
FOR YOUR
NEXT ORDER
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BECOME A CLIENT
AND REACH BUSINESS EXCELLENCE

If you are searching for a IT consultancy company who’s reliable, professional and
who solves your IT need, we are a call away. PURE ICT is big enough to offer the
facilities and services you expect but small enough to provide the support and
attention you demand. Do not hesitate to contact us and schedule a meeting to
discuss what you will benefit of and can expect from us as your IT provider.

Key problems we solve throughout our service
•

Under staffed / Under-performing IT staff

•

Lack of quick response time

•

Data loss

•

Outdated license

•

Unorganized IT Infrastructure

•

Low Server performance

•

Network vulnerability

•

Cyber attacks (worm, virus & trojan)

Contact our Sales coordinator
for a meeting.
+5999 841-7873
magdeilis@pure-ict.com

PURE ICT COMPANY
PROFILE
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